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Fuel cells are energy conversion devices that directly convert chemical energy of fuels such as hydrogen to useful work with
negligible environmental impact and high efficiency. This study deals with thermodynamic analysis and modeling of polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) power systems for portable applications. In this regard, a case study of powering a
computer with a PEMFC is presented. Also, an inclusive evaluation of various parameters such as voltage polarization, overall
system efficiency, power output, and heat generation is reported. In addition, a parametric study is conducted to study the
effect of many design and operation parameters on the overall efficiency. Results show the direct influence of current density
and temperature values on optimization of the design parameters in PEMFCs.

1. Introduction

Global electricity generation is a main source of air pollu-
tion since it is mainly extracted from fossil fuels that lead
to harmful emissions and their impacts on the environ-
ment. Power plants significantly contribute to the growing
environmental problems such as global warming, regional
acidification, and climate change [1]. In addition to envi-
ronmental concerns, population growth, rising life stan-
dards, and depletion of fossil fuel lead to increase in
energy price, which emerges the need for alternative fuels
and energy conversion technologies that minimize the envi-
ronmental impact along with high sustainability potentials.

Fuel cells are energy conversion devices that gained con-
siderable attention lately for their potential to replace the
conventional internal combustion engines and other energy
conversion processes in power generation and transport
applications. These electrochemical devices convert chemi-
cal energy of fuels such as hydrogen directly and efficiently
into electricity through a simple reaction that yields only

water and heat as by-products. This one-step generation of
electricity in fuel cells replaces three steps of conventional
power generation. First, fuel is burned in a combustion
chamber to produce heat with greenhouse gases and pollu-
tion. Then, this heat is utilized in a heat engine to yield
mechanical shaft work. Finally, the shaft work drives a gen-
erator that produces electrical power. Each of these conver-
sion steps in the combustion chamber, heat engine, and
generator sacrifice a portion of energy to reach a higher
quality form, which eventually results in low overall conver-
sion efficiency. Therefore, direct and simple conversions in
fuel cells offer higher efficiency with less environmental
impact. A cell consists of anode and cathode electrodes that
sandwich an electrolyte in between. There are six common
types of fuel cells, namely, alkaline fuel cell (AFC), proton
exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), direct methanol fuel
cell (DMFC), molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC), phospho-
ric acid fuel cell (PAFC), and solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC).
Many cells are linked together to form a stack, which yields
the desired current, voltage, and power outputs. Along with
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their clean nature, high efficiency, immobility, durability,
quiet, and reliable operations are among their many advan-
tages [2–7].

The main issues hindering the further commercialization
of fuel cells are the high cost and infrastructure. Therefore,
there is an ongoing effort on design and optimization of fuel
cells to improve their material and process performance and
decrease the cost [8, 9]. For instance, a study by Hussain
et al. [10] considered PEMFC in the application of light-
duty fuel cell vehicle, in which many parameters were stud-
ied such as power output and efficiency at three different
temperatures. A study by Kazim [11] conducted exergy anal-
ysis on PEMFC with different operation voltages. A different
study by Cownden et al. [12] performed analysis of hydro-
gen fuel cell system for a bus transportation application.
Their work addressed the irreversibilities in different system
components. Sharaf and Orhan [13] conducted a compre-
hensive review on fuel cell technology and their recent
impact on the market. Their work included a case study on
a PEMFC system with various design and operational
aspects, such as irreversibilities, power output, heat genera-
tion, and overall system efficiency. A PEMFC is studied by
Grujicic and Chittajallu [14] using a single-phase two-
dimensional electrochemical model. The optimum PEMFC
design is found to be associated with the cathode geometrical
and operation parameters which reduce the thickness of the
boundary diffusion layer at the cathode/membrane interface.
Liu et al. [15] have proposed a hybrid system for electric
vehicle applications. The system consists of a PEMFC with
a unidirectional DC/DC converter and a Li-ion battery stack
with a bidirectional DC/DC converter. Also, in the system,
the PEMFC is employed as the primary energy source, and
the battery is employed as the second energy source. A
model was developed by Kienitz [16] to examine the rela-
tionship between membrane thickness and vehicle range
that takes into account anode purge rate. The model
includes changes in efficiency and hydrogen utilization as a
function of PEM thickness for a variety of operating condi-
tions. Another model was used by Liu et al. [17] for the
design optimization of fuel cells, which were fabricated and
experimentally tested to compare the performance and
examine these optimization effects. According to the study,
a significantly higher power output was obtained from the
fuel cell stack with optimized design of flow channels over
that of without optimization.

Water and heat management are very crucial for the per-
formance of PEMFCs. In this regard, response surface meth-
odology (RSM) has been applied by Kahveci and Taymaz
[18] to optimize these operation parameters of a PEMFC.
It was concluded that the humidification and cell tempera-
ture are the basic factors affecting the power density of the
fuel cell. The effect of polybenzimidazole in the electrode
on the overall performance was studied by Parrondo et al.
[19]. The electrochemical impedance measurements were
in good agreement with the fuel cell polarization curves,
and the optimum performance was obtained when overall
resistance was minimal. Another one-dimensional model
of a high-temperature PEMFC using polybenzimidazole
(PBI) membranes was described by Mamlouk et al. [20].

The model simulated the influence of operating conditions,
cell parameters, and fuel gas compositions on the cell voltage
current density characteristics and also gave good predic-
tions of the effect of oxygen and air pressures on cell behav-
ior, and correctly simulated the mass transport behavior of
the cell. A study of PEMFC end plate design by structural
analysis was presented by Dey et al. [21]. They aimed to
study the influence of cell geometry, bolt configuration, gas-
ket thickness mismatch, and material properties of different
components of average and distribution contact pressure.
Hou et al. [22] have focused on a simplified finite element
model for large PEMFC stack consisting of ten cells to inves-
tigate the internal structure deformation. The work provides
important insight into the choice of the friction coefficient.
According to Dhathathreyan et al. [23], air-breathing fuel
cells have a great potential as power sources for various elec-
tronic devices. They reported the major advantage of the sys-
tem as the reduced number of bipolar plates, and thereby,
reduction in volume and weight. However, the thermal man-
agement was stated a challenge due to the nonavailability of
sufficient air flow to remove the heat from the system during
continuous operation.

The objective of this study is to present design and opti-
mization of fuel cells via a case study of PEMFC powered
computer. In this regard, the performance parameters such
as voltage irreversibilities, losses, overall efficiency, power
out, heat generation, and mass flow rates are evaluated. Also,
a parametric study of the polarization curve at various oper-
ating conditions is carried out.

2. System Studied

Figure 1 shows a representation of the system via a flow dia-
gram. The system includes a commercial PEMFC (Horizon
H-500 XP Fuel Cell Stack) that supply a power value of
500W. The stack has 30 cells, with an active area of
348.4 cm2. It is air-cooled using an external cooling fan. It
is a self-humidified fuel cell, without the use of any external
humidification system [24]. The electrolyte in the cell con-
sists of Nafion-112 with a land-to-channel ratio of 1 : 2.

At state 1 in Figure 1, pure hydrogen (H2) fuel is sup-
plied from a tank through a pressure regulator, to the fuel
cell stack at ambient temperature and pressure. Commonly,
fuel utilization factor is less than 1, which indicates that not
all fuel is used in the anode, and this will require recircula-
tion of the fuel for better fuel utilization and economy. Air
is supplied in state 2 from atmosphere through an air filter
to prevent dust and contaminations from entering the fuel
cell and interfering with the gas diffusion layer (GDL). The
air is supplied at atmospheric temperature and pressure.
State 5 presents the output power through a cable supplied
to the power supply of the laptop. The power supply is a
conditioning device which adjusts the power supply to the
laptop. State 6 represents the cooling air inlet to the system.
Since the system is relatively small, water cooling is not nec-
essary and air cooling through two external fans suffices the
cooling requirement. PEMFC is free of hazards and the
water coming out of state 7 is drinkable [25].
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3. Analysis

Irreversible cell voltage losses or polarization is composed of
activation polarization due to catalyst layers, fuel crossover
losses due to fuel diffusion through the membrane into the
cathode, ohmic polarization due to electron migration in
the bipolar plates and electrode backing, proton migration
in the polymer electrolyte membrane, and concentration
overpotential due to the mass transfer limitations at higher
current densities. The overall voltage polarization is deter-
mined through the following equation,

ΔV loss = ΔVact+cross+ΔVohmic+ΔVconcentration: ð1Þ

Activation polarization is due to the catalyst layers. It
takes into account the electrochemical kinetics, and electron
and proton migration, and is composed of both the anode
and cathode catalyst layer activation polarization. Fuel cross-
over polarization occurs when some fuel diffuses from the
anode through the electrolyte to the cathode and will lead
to direct reaction with no electrical production. Fuel cross
over losses are given by the following equation,

iloss =
2F _nH2

A
, ð2Þ

where

_nH2
= iA
nF

: ð3Þ

The activation losses are determined through the follow-
ing equation,

ΔVactivation = ΔVanode+ΔVcathode

= RuT
F

1
αa

ln i
io,a

� �
+ 1

αc
ln i

io,c

� �� �
:

ð4Þ

Since the anode activation losses is very small comparing
to the cathode losses, the anode activation component is
sometimes neglected. Therefore, combining equations (3)
and (4), the following equation is obtained that describes
the activation and fuel cross losses,

ΔVact+cross =
RuT
F

1
αc

ln iloss + i
io,c

� �� �
: ð5Þ

Ohmic polarization is due to the resistance opposing
electron motion through the cell. The components taken
into account when calculating ohmic losses are anode resis-
tance, electrolyte resistance, cathode resistance, and contact
resistance.

ΔVohmic = iA〠R = iA Ranode + Relectrolyte + Rcathode + Rcontact
� �

,

ΔVohmic = iA
La
σaA

+ Le
σeA

+ Lc
σcA

+ Rcontact′
A

 !
:

ð6Þ

Concentration polarization is dominant at high current
densities and occurs when the electrode reactions are hin-
dered by reduced reactants availability at reaction sites.
The concentration losses are given by the following equa-
tion,

ΔVconcentration = ΔVanode+ΔVcathode

= Ba ln 1 − i
ilim,a

� �
+ Bc ln 1 − i

ilim,c

� �
:

ð7Þ

The voltage produced in a single cell is determined by
subtracting the ideal case voltage Vo from the voltage polar-
ization components as in the following equation,
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Figure 1: A flowchart of the PEMFC system to power a personal computer.
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Vc =Vo−ΔVact+cross−ΔVohmic−ΔVconcentration ð8Þ

The most important parameter in an energy study is the
efficiency. The system efficiency considers the fuel cell effi-
ciency with many factors such as fuel utilization, fuel reform
efficiency, power conditioning efficiency, and balance of
plant efficiency.

ηtotal =
nFE
ΔHf

μfuelηpcηBoP, ð9Þ

where

ηBoP = 1 − a −
b
Ei

: ð10Þ

The power output of a single cell is obtained by multipli-
cation of cell voltage with current, as in the equation,

Pc =VciA: ð11Þ

The power output of a total stack is obtained by multiply-
ing the current with the voltage of stack, as in the equation:

Pe =VciAN: ð12Þ

Heat generation in PEMFCs is attributed to the conversion
of some power to heat due to the irreversibilities discussed
above. The heat generation is given [1] by _Qgen = PeðVo/Vc

− 1Þ. Assuming that only 40% of the heat generated by the fuel
cell is removed by the air and the rest is radiated or naturally
lost by convection from the outer surfaces, the rate of removal
of heat by air is,

_Qremoval = 0:4Pe
Vo

Vc
− 1

� �
: ð13Þ

Temperature is an important operational consideration
for PEMFCs. Rising the temperature decreases the theoretical
and reversible efficiency of the cell. Despite this theoretical
indication, in reality, rising the temperature improves the fuel
cell efficiency. This is due to the fact that at higher tempera-
tures, the mass transfer within the fuel cell increases while
the cell resistance drops. Hence, the polarization curve
improves. However, the accumulation of product water in
the oxidant stream limits operating temperatures to be below
100°C. At this temperature, water boils under 1 atm pressure,
and its vapor reduces the partial pressure of oxygen in the
air. As a result, the cell efficiency drastically decreases due to
the oxygen starvation and can damage the fuel cell and reduce
its lifespan. Also, membrane must be hydrated to conduct the
protons. Hence, PEMFCs typically operate between 70 and
90°C. While the operation pressure can be increased to rise
the boiling temperature of water, this raises other concerns
and must be balanced accordingly in a proper stack design.
The effect of the temperature can simply be given by the fol-
lowing Nernst equation,

Enernst = −
ΔH − TΔS

nF
+ RT

nF
∙ln

PH2
P0:5
O2

PH2O
: ð14Þ

It is important to also include a discussion about the
effect of flow rates on the fuel cell efficiency when opera-
tion conditions are tackled. The amount of reactant gases
consumed in a fuel cell is varied based on the current pro-
duced. Faraday’s law describes the amount of gases that
react in a fuel cell, in relation to the current,

itA = nzF, ð15Þ

where i, A, t, n, z, and F are the current density (A/
cm2), electrode area (cm2), time (sec), number of moles,
number of electrons in the reaction, and Faraday’s constant,
respectively. The formula can be further simplified to,

It = nzF, ð16Þ

where I is the current (A). According to the reactions
that occur at the anode and the cathode, the flow rates of
the reactant gases can be calculated as follows,

_nhydrogen =
I
2F ,

_noxygen =
I
4F ,

ð17Þ

where _n is the molar flow rate (mol/sec). It should be
noted that the reactants are usually supplied in excess
amount to the fuel cell. The ratio of the reactants at the cell
inlet and its consumption rate is given by the stoichiomet-
ric effect as

S =
Nsupplied
Nconsumed

: ð18Þ

Typically, hydrogen is provided in excess (S > 1). As it
flows through the stack, the unused gas is recirculated. Pure
hydrogen is supplied at stoichiometric ratios between 1.1
and 1.2, while impure hydrogen requires higher ratios.
For pure oxygen, the stoichiometric ratios are between 1.2
and 1.5, while the use of air requires stoichiometric ratios
of 2 and above.

Mass flow rates depend on the current density required,
for hydrogen supply, the mass flow rate is given by,

_mH2
= 2:02x10−3 ∗ I:N

2F = 1:05x10−8 ∗ I ∗N: ð19Þ

For pure oxygen,

_mO2
= 32x10−3 ∗ I:N

4F = 8:29x10−8 ∗ I ∗N: ð20Þ
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For air inlet,

_mair,inlet = λ ∗
28:97x10−3

0:21 ∗
I:N
4F = 3:57x10−7 ∗ I ∗N ∗ λ:

ð21Þ

For air exit,

_mair,exit = _mair,inlet − _mO2
: ð22Þ

4. Results and Discussion

A case study on a PEMFC power system for a portable appli-
cation (Figure 1) has been analyzed and optimized. The
model in this study has been validated by experimental/the-
oretical results from the literature, including those in [10–12,
26] under various operating conditions.

The assumptions considered in this analysis are as fol-
lows: (1) the hydrogen storage cylinder is at constant pres-
sure of 10 bar and temperature of 298°K; (2) 40% of the
total heat generated by the stack are assumed to be
removed by the air, and the rest is radiated or naturally
lost by convection from the outer surfaces; and (3) the
environment is at restricted state of STOP conditions,
298°K and 1 atm.

One of the main parameters evaluated in this study is the
effect of operation temperature on various design parame-
ters such as cell voltage, efficiency, and power output. For
the equations presented earlier, four different data sets are
extracted at four different temperatures (i.e., 10°C, 25°C,
50°C, and 100°C). The influence of operation temperature
is significant in fuel cells. In the proposed application, the
fuel cell operation environment can reach to 50°C, as in
the case of summer season in United Arab Emirates. Design-
ing for high temperatures allows good prediction of the
results in extreme conditions. In analysis, the current density

Table 1: Design and operation parameters.

Parameter Value Unit Description

αa 0.5 — Anode current transfer coefficient

αc 0.6 — Cathode current transfer coefficient

io,a 1.5 A/cm2 Anode exchange current density

io,c 0.005 A/cm2 Cathode exchange current density

A 348.4 cm2 Active cell area

La 0.05 cm Anode thickness

Lc 0.1 cm Cathode thickness

Le 0.51 cm Electrolyte thickness

σa 2.49 S/m Anode conductivity

σc 2.90 S/m Cathode conductivity

σa 8.3 S/m Electrolyte conductivity

R′contact 0.03 Ω:cm2 Total contact resistance

Ba 0.045 V Anode empirical constant

Bc 0.045 V Cathode empirical constant

ilim,a 15 A/cm2 Anode maximum current density

ilim,c 2.5 A/cm2 Cathode maximum current density

Vo 1.18 V Reversible Nernst voltage at standard conditions

Ru 8.314 J/mol K Universal gas constant

T Varies Co Operation temperature

n 2 — Number of electrons transferred per mole

μfuel 0.95 — Fuel utilization factor

ηpc 0.95 — Efficiency of power conditioning devices

a 0.0499 W/m BoP efficiency empirical constant

b 0.05 — BoP efficiency empirical constant

ΔHf 285,250 J/mol Enthalpy of formation for PEM reaction

F 96485 C/mol Faraday’s constant

λ 1 — Air stoichiometry
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is varied in a range of 0A/cm2 to 2.5A/cm2. All constants,
design, and operation parameters are described in detail in
Table 1 with their respective values and units.

4.1. Voltage Polarization. Figure 2 presents the polarization
curves of activation, ohmic, and concentration losses in a
single cell as a function of current density i. Activation losses
indicate a high loss at the beginning of the curve until a value
of 0.5A/cm2, after which it starts assuming a lower effect.
However, in concentration losses, an opposite trend is
observed, as the loss is minimal at the beginning of the
curve, and it starts showing a larger effect towards the end
(typically after 2A/cm2). This is in accordance with the pre-
vious statement that concentration losses dominate at higher
current density values. Ohmic losses show a linear behavior

throughout the range. The losses decrease at higher temper-
atures, and the effect of temperature is dominant on the acti-
vation losses.

4.2. Cell Voltage. Figure 3 shows the variation of cell voltage
as a function of current density for different temperature
values. It can be observed that the temperature effect brings
the curve downwards, which indicates a lower cell voltage at
higher temperatures. The cell voltage curve exhibits rapid
decrease at the start after which it behaves linearly and
finally ending up decreasing rapidly. The linear region is of
interest since it covers a large current density range, and it
is easy to model using simple linear equations.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of temperature on the theo-
retical voltage, due to the effect of temperature on the change
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in Gibbs free energy. However, the actual polarization curve
at high temperatures may differ in working fuel cells due to
the contradictory effects on mass transport and the decrease
in the activation and ohmic losses. Even though Gibbs free
energy change drops at high temperatures, cell losses
decrease resulting in a higher efficiency. It is also observed
that preheating and humidifying the reactants highly
improve the cell efficiency especially at low current densities.

Fuel cell applications may have different operating condi-
tions based on the system requirements. The common oper-
ating temperature range of PEMFCs is between 40 and 85°C.
The lower operating temperatures provide quick start-up and
enhance power density. On the other hand, the low operating
temperature makes it more difficult to reject heat to the sur-
roundings due to lower temperature differences. Hence, for

automotive applications, higher operating temperatures are
required for better efficiency. Additionally, higher tempera-
tures also improve tolerance of the fuel cell to impurities such
as carbon monoxide. This is especially necessary for any fuel
cell operating on hydrocarbon reformates and impure hydro-
gen. While majority of PEMFCs operate at low-temperature
ranges, a stationary power plant might benefit from a high
operating temperature to use excess heat for cogeneration
purposes. It is vital to obtain a proper energy and conse-
quently humidity balances for a fuel cell. High temperatures
can result in water evaporation within the membrane, which
results in dehydration and low proton transport. On the
other hand, very low temperatures can cause freezing and
again efficiency degradation. This crucial task is especially
difficult since the operation temperature of a fuel cell is
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formed by many parameters such as pressure, humidity, and
condition of the reactants. Fuel cells are usually cooled by
naturally breathing, air cooling fans, or liquid/water cooling
systems that are suggested for systems above 100W. Better
cooling leads to a lower operation temperature, which yields
better water management and humidity control that result in
a higher performance.

4.3. Overall Efficiency. The overall efficiency of the system is
represented in Figure 4. It is noted that the efficiency
increases rapidly at the start as the current density rises,
reaching a maximum value of 0.42 at current density of

0.35A/cm2. Similar to cell voltage curves, the efficiency
exhibits a linear region in between current densities of 0.5
and 2A/cm2. This allows for a linear curve fitting when it
comes to experimental data measurements. It is observed
from the efficiency curve that it is possible to select an opti-
mum design parameter such that the performance is within
the maximum efficiency region. Temperature effect decreases
the theoretical cell voltage, and therefore, the theoretical effi-
ciency is decreased as observed.

4.4. Power Output. Cell power output as a function of cur-
rent density for different temperature values is shown in
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Figure 5. It can be observed that at a current density value of
1.75A/cm2, the net power produced by the cell is around
285W. Also, the higher temperatures result in a lower power
output since the power output is a function of cell voltage.

4.5. Heat Generation. The heat generated by the irreversibil-
ities of the PEM fuel cell system is plotted in Figure 6. The
rate of heat generation is low at low current density values,
and it starts increasing rapidly towards the end of the cur-
rent density range. This is attributed to the behavior of cell
voltage in Figure 2, since the heat generation is inversely
related to the cell voltage output. Therefore, the figure indi-
cates an increase in heat generation at higher temperatures.

4.6. Mass Flow Rates. Mass flow rates of fuel and air as a
function of current density are plotted in Figure 7. The
behavior of mass flow rates is linear for all reactants, with
higher values of air at cathode side. At a current density
value of 0.35A/cm2, the mass flow rate values of fuel, oxy-
gen, air inlet, and air outlet are 1:28 × 10−6, 1:01 × 10−5,
4:34 × 10−5, and 3:32 × 10−5 kg/s, respectively.

5. Conclusions

In this study, an extensive performance analysis of a PEM
fuel cell system to power a computer has been performed
by evaluating various parameters such as cell irreversibilities,
overall system efficiency, power output, heat generation, and
mass flow rates. It can be concluded that the voltage polari-
zation and its careful evaluation is crucial as it determines
the cell performance and its power output. Improving the
overall system efficiency requires a careful optimization of
design and operation parameters. The temperature plays
an important role in the behavior of many design parame-
ters and must be considered when designing for any applica-
tion. The design and performance analysis in this study can
assist the ongoing efforts to understand the cell losses and
consequently improve the overall performance of the
PEMFC stacks.

Nomenclature

_n: Molar flow rate
ΔG: Gibbs free energy change
ΔS: Entropy change
ΔV : Voltage drop due to losses
A: Electrode area
B: Empirical constant
BoP: Balance of Plant
F: Faraday’s constant
H: Enthalpy
i: Current density
I: Current
L: Length
n: Number of moles
N : Number of cells within the stack
P: Pressure
Q̇ : Heat rate
R: Ideal gas constant

r: Internal resistance
R: Electrical resistance
S: Stoichiometric ratio
T : Temperature
t: Time
V : Cell voltage
z: Number of electrons
α: Transfer coefficient
σ: Electron conductivity

Subscripts and Superscripts

atm: Atmosphere
H: Hydrogen
nernst: Nernst equation
O: Oxygen

Abbreviations

GDL: Gas diffusion layer
HHV: Higher heating value
ICE: Internal combustion engine
LHV: Lower heating value
MEA: Membrane electrode assembly
OCV: Open circuit voltage
PEM: Polymer electrolyte membrane.
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